TEACHING VOCABULARY ACROSS THE CURRICULUM IN GRADES K – 5: STRATEGIES THAT WORK
Presenter: Dr. Nancy Cloud

Wednesday, January 23, 2019
8:30 am – 2:40 pm
PS 25 Bilingual School
811 East 149 Street, Bronx, NY 10455

AUDIENCE
Elementary Grades Content Area Teachers of ELLs (Grades K-5)

OBJECTIVES
The following are the objectives of this full-day workshop:

- Review the research on vocabulary development
- Outline types of words to teach (content area specific academic vocabulary, general or cross-academic vocabulary, and access available word lists)
- Show approaches and tools for selecting words, getting words and their meanings in, and for giving practice
- Practice research-based methods for vocabulary learning with participants’ content area texts
- Advance students’ writing by going beyond vocabulary to develop language complexity

PLEASE NOTE
This workshop is a hands-on workshop designed for elementary content area teachers of ELLs (Grades K-5).

Participants must bring a piece of text to the workshop since you will have the opportunity to apply the strategies presented using your own text on a topic in a content area that you currently teach. Text can be a chapter or part of a chapter that makes instructional sense, on an assigned reading, a short story, etc.). If you teach mathematics, please bring a piece of text that explains (in words and paragraphs) a new concept the students are to learn.

PLEASE CLICK ON THIS LINK TO REGISTER.

For more information, please call 212-992-6730 or email nyslanguagerbern@gmail.com. The New York State Statewide Language RBERN is an approved Sponsor of Continuing Teacher and Leader Education (CTLE) pursuant to Section 80-6 of the Regulations of the NYS Commissioner of Education.